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CLAUDIA SADOWSKI-SMITH

In April 2010, seven-year-old Artyom Savelyev came to the center of international attention when he arrived unaccompanied at the Moscow airport on a plane from the United States. Artyom carried a note from his US adoptive mother, Torry Ann Hansen, in which she stated that she wanted to “return” the boy to Russia because he was violent and mentally ill, and that the orphanage in Partizansk from which she had adopted him six months earlier had misled her about his condition. Amid widespread condemnation of Hansen’s actions as a form of adoption consumerism, the US media quickly shifted the focus from the mother to the boy’s mental and behavioral problems. In the only interview the adoptive family has granted, the grandmother claimed that Artyom was physically abusive and that he threatened to kill family members and burn down their house.¹ In story after story, experts and parents of Eastern European adoptees expressed sympathy for Torry Ann Hansen’s decision.² They speculatively associated Artyom’s behavior with reactive attachment disorder (RAD), a condition that is said to be characterized by failure to bond with parents—caused by serious interruptions in attachment in the child’s early life—and whose diagnosis has gained in popularity among US parents with adopted children.³

A similar focus on the mental and behavioral issues of adoptees has dominated US media coverage of adoptions from successor nations of the former USSR after they opened their doors to transnational adoptions in 1991.⁴ In the following decade, children from Russia became the second largest group of adoptees after Chinese children. To date, the majority of Russian adoptees have been adopted by US parents. Ukraine, the second largest post-Soviet nation, also consistently ranked among the ten leading countries of birth for US adoptees in 1993 and from
1999 to 2010. Even though large-scale transnational adoption to the United States has diminished from its peak in 2004—at about 22,000 adoptions—in 2009 and 2010 roughly 13,000 and 11,000 adoptions were still completed.  

As adoptions from Russia have elicited the greatest amount of US press coverage, the focus has been on adoption failures, such as Artyom Savelyev’s case. In contrast, the media’s attention to adoptions from China since the country first opened its door to adoption in the early 1990s has emphasized attempts by the mostly middle- and upper-class white US adoptive parents to connect their children to Chinese culture. This differential approach to the two populations that have lead adoptions to the United States since the 1990s has also dominated academic scholarship. The medical literature tends to focus on disorders among Eastern European adoptees, even though Chinese adoptees also experience health issues and developmental delays as a result of institutionalization. At the same time, research on transnational adoption has virtually excluded Eastern European children from its emphasis on the role of race as a post-adoption risk factor. This work has focused on the historically largest group of adoptees who have come from South Korea since the 1950s and also included more recent adoptees from China. While humanities scholarship has examined representations of transracial international adoption, work in the social sciences has explored how adoptees from Asia accommodate to US racial and ethnic identity categories after having been sheltered by their mostly white middle- or upper-class parents from many of the challenges experienced by US immigrant and racialized groups. In fact, adoptees from South Korea who have grown into adults have shaped this focus on race through their creative and scholarly work on identity formation.

Because adoptions from Eastern Europe have occurred more recently, similar memoirs by adoptees from the former Soviet Union do not yet exist. Adoptions from this part of the world have instead shaped the surge of a new literary genre—the parental transnational adoption memoir. Unlike the surveys and structured interviews employed in the small body of existing social science scholarship on Eastern European adoption, the use of the memoir allows parents to exert direct control over the representation of their adoption experiences. Because memoirs appear to represent verifiable experiences in the physical world, the genre may lend itself especially well to attempts to make the event of transnational adoption “make sense by narrativizing it.” A large number of contemporary writers who have sought to focus on representing a particular life experience have helped expand the genre of the memoir beyond the dominance of the more traditional accounts of elder public figures whose lives parallel historical events. As manifestations of the authors’ attitudes toward adoption from the former USSR, US parental memoirs can provide insights into the missing link between the emphasis on adoption failures that has dominated the US media and the underexamined role of race in adoptions from Eastern Europe. Set in the late 1990s and early 2000s, at a time of surging US adoptions from this part of the world,
Margaret L. Schwartz’s *The Pumpkin Patch: A Single Woman’s International Adoption Journey* (2005), Theresa Reid’s *Two Little Girls: A Memoir of Adoption* (2006), and Brooks Hansen’s *The Brotherhood of Joseph: A Father’s Memoir of Infertility and Adoption in the 21st Century* (2008) have been among the most influential memoirs of adoption from Eastern Europe. While they cannot capture the entire range of US parents with children from the former Soviet Union, these memoirs cover a wide variety of adoption experiences—by a businesswoman, an expert in child maltreatment, and a creative writer. Schwartz writes as a newly minted adoption consultant, Reid’s work has been endorsed by major adoption researchers, and Hansen’s memoir has been touted for giving voice to the underrepresented heterosexual father’s view of international adoption.

Though largely intended as chronicles of successful adoptions that counter the overall negative press coverage, these memoirs expose deeply problematic attitudes toward adoption from the former USSR that make Artyom Savelyev’s case a little less unique. Most strikingly, once they explain their reasons for adoption—infertility and/or the desire to form a family—the three authors frame their choice of Russia and Ukraine as acts of consumerism designed to help them fulfill their desires to create monoracial families. This affirmation of adoption as a vehicle to satisfy the desires of parents represents a significant departure from the traditional characterization of international adoption as a means to serve the needs of children. Often cloaked in the narrative of humanitarianism, this view has dominated US transnational adoption from its inception in the postwar period and continued to characterize adoptions from Eastern Europe in the early 1990s. The notion that international adoption saves children from contexts of war, poverty, and disaster (or communism) also resurfaced in the US media coverage of Haiti’s January 2010 earthquake, when news stories focused on appeals to rescue children who lost their parents or who lived in orphanages destroyed by the disaster.

In contrast to recent efforts to evoke humanitarian responses to Haiti’s alleged “orphan crisis,” the three memoirists depict their late-1990s and early-2000s adoptions from Eastern Europe primarily as a means to create families whose members look as though they could be biologically related. While the majority of US parents (who are of European descent) have turned to Asia and thus seemingly demonstrated a decreased interest in shared outward physical appearances with their adopted children, to the three authors the opening of post-Soviet countries presented an opportunity to search for “white” adoptees, even in the face of the increased scholarly and popular emphasis on the presumably higher risks of health problems in these children. In fact, the memoirs chronicle how parental concerns with the health of adoptees become increasingly eclipsed by the authors’ desire for “white” children as a way to achieve adoptive invisibility.

The writers’ view that they share *preexisting* racial identities with Eastern European children, often expressed in assumptions of cultural proximity, extends contemporary notions of “whiteness” as encompassing all those of European
descent in the United States to prospective adoptees who reside in post-Soviet countries. Their consideration as “white” even before their arrival in the United States sets these children apart from twentieth-century Eastern European immigrants who were selectively excluded from admission to the United States and only became “white on arrival” when they were granted access to naturalization.\(^\text{16}\) Denoting racial sameness, the myth of global “whiteness” allows adoptive parents to disavow differential historical constructions of culture, race, and ethnicity in the adoptees’ home countries and to also negate growing economic disparities between themselves as members of the US middle and upper classes and institutionalized children in the countries of the former USSR whose neoliberal transitions to capitalism enabled large-scale adoptions from these nations in the first place. As a repudiation of Keynesian welfare state economics, neoliberalism favors the free functioning of markets without interference from nation-states or supranational structures. The worldwide turn to this economic theory has guided the unprecedented pace and unregulated nature in which post-Soviet countries transitioned from public property regimes to market economies, resulting in years of economic stagnation, high unemployment, and widespread impoverishment.\(^\text{17}\) As growing numbers of impoverished parents relinquished their children, gutted social services and underfunded orphanages were unable to cope with the sudden influx of children requiring institutionalization. To address this problem, several post-Soviet countries permitted large-scale unregulated adoptions, thus normalizing them as preferred child welfare options rather than as measures of last resort.

As the neoliberal adoption market makes institutionalized children from Eastern Europe widely available, it transforms them into commodities that are valued for their ability to help form monoracial families. Their presumed “whiteness” also accords these children racial and class privilege within a US neoliberal multicultural framework, in which, as Jodi Melamed writes, notions of race function to justify the nongeneralizability of capitalist wealth.\(^\text{18}\) As they are ascribed this “whiteness” even before their arrival in the United States, Eastern European adoptees are imbued with characteristics that permit US parents to ignore the neoliberal causes of their children’s traumatic relinquishment, institutionalization, and displacement from their birth countries, languages, and cultures. But these same assumptions also make institutionalized Eastern European children easily rejectable and replaceable if their health status or racial identities fail to live up to parental expectations of adoptive invisibility. As the three memoirs show, while the effects of institutionalization and the role of medical or psychological conditions in adopted children play an undeniable role in the success of transnational adoptions, the confluence of neoliberal market forces with the notion of global “whiteness” entices US parents to work at continually reaffirming rather than revising their originary expectations to the point where rejections of adoptee referrals and disruptions of adoptions become mere obstacles on the road to adoptive invisibility. Just as the emphasis on the centrality of race in transnational adoptions by Korean adult adoptees may exemplify
the failure of the traditional humanitarian adoption narrative, the significant numbers of abuse cases and adoption failures for Eastern European adoptees (especially in relationship to other adoptee populations in the United States) may represent a preliminary response to the double-sided fiction of global “whiteness.”19

**Beyond Humanitarianism in Eastern European Adoptions**

The desire for adoptive invisibility has characterized US domestic adoption since it was first formalized in the early twentieth century, at a time when the United States also experienced mass migration from Eastern and Southern Europe. As unmarried mothers were encouraged to surrender their children, sufficient numbers of children became available for adoption to mostly middle- and upper-middle-class parents experiencing infertility.20 Birth parents, private facilitators, or state-based adoption agencies tried to “match” adoptable children to prospective parents because shared outward appearance was believed to help facilitate bonding and to allow families to avoid the stigma of adoption. Until the 1940s when domestic adoptions were limited to children who were considered healthy and racially “white,” matching took into consideration a variety of factors, including the adoptees’ physical appearances, intellectual abilities, as well as their religious, national, and ethnic backgrounds. While children were assigned religious identities based on their own background or on the orientation of the welfare organization that placed them, the national origin of adoptees was taken into account whenever it was deemed legible in the children’s outward appearance (238).

Even though it had precursors in the intra-European movement of children during World War I,21 in the United States transnational adoptions surged during World War II, at a time when the notion of a commonly shared “white” racial identity had already begun to encompass various European immigrant communities in the United States. Because sufficient numbers of children were available for domestic adoption, adoptions from war-ravaged European nations were seen as a humanitarian response to war. But already in the 1950s when the demand for children began to exceed the number of infants available in the United States, new regulations were implemented to allow military and government employees stationed in Western Europe and Asia to adopt children from these areas.22 Following the Korean War, concerns about discrimination toward racially mixed children fathered by US soldiers inspired humanitarian responses, largely from Christian-based organizations and families, that also became linked to opposition against international communism.23

The connection between humanitarianism and anticommunism continued to shape the second wave of intercountry adoptions from Cuba and Vietnam in the 1960s and 1970s.24 But beginning in the late 1960s, when South Korean adoptions were no longer dominated by mixed-race children and began to include large numbers of social orphans relinquished by unmarried mothers, these adoptions
continued to be legitimized in humanitarian terms as rescuing destitute children from the “miseries of the Third World.” Similarly, when US adoptions from Latin American countries increased in the 1980s, largely in response to the difficulties prospective US parents were experiencing in conceiving or in adopting domestically, they were reconfigured as humanitarian efforts to rescue children from conditions of poverty. As Laura Briggs has argued, adoptions from Latin America became cloaked in sentimental narratives that invoked the specter of endangered children, desperate US adoptive parents, and a corrupt adoption system. As they invert actual power relations, in these narratives, US adoptive parents are figured as rescuing children from poverty, while birth parents are portrayed as “(at best) happily sending their children off to a land where they will have more material benefits.”

The dramatic post-1990s surge in US adoptions from former socialist countries revived the connection between anticommunism and humanitarianism, while obscuring parental impoverishment as a major reason for relinquishment in these nations (that has become the main explanatory model for adoption from Latin America). As Lisa Cartwright has argued, the US media focus on the rise in institutionalized children in formerly socialist countries like Romania, the Soviet republics, and China constituted the early 1990s as a key moment in the formation of a mediated politics of pity prompting humanitarian aid efforts to rescue orphans. US documentaries like ABC’s 20/20 special “Shame of a Nation” (1990) presented compelling images of children suffering in underfunded and overcrowded state-run orphanages, while also highlighting the possibility of unregulated and low-cost adoptions. Focusing on Romania, from which the largest number of documented adopted children entered the United States in 1991, the series highlighted malnourished and disabled bodies in ways that framed institutionalization as a form of disability. As the conditions for large-scale child relinquishment were created by the policies of the Ceauşescu regime, which penalized small families, banned birth control, and criminalized abortion, appeals to compassion that would compel viewers to rescue children from these institutions could also be cloaked in anticommunism. Would-be US parents traveled to Romania to adopt children on their own or with the help of independent facilitators, thus participating in the collective fantasy of direct transnational crisis intervention through parenthood, understood as an act of humanitarian aid. Drawn to Romania by images of institutionalized orphans, adoptive parents soon found, however, that the vast majority of children in orphanages were not available for adoption because they were only temporarily housed there by their families or that they had severe mental or physical disabilities that deterred adopters. Adoptive parents thus started looking outside of institutions while child relinquishment surged in response to high inflation, rising unemployment, and cutbacks in state welfare benefits, which caused even wider impoverishment during Romania’s transition to a market economy. Adoptions from the country were shaped by such high levels of abuse and corruption that, to this day, Romania is
unable to document the majority of adoptions that took place between 1991 and 1997.\textsuperscript{32}

The link between mass-mediated unreflective humanitarian responses to global crises and the potential for abuses of an unregulated adoption market reemerged in the aftermath of Haiti’s 2010 earthquake. As a reaction to the US media coverage that centered on institutionalized children awaiting adoption, the Governor of Pennsylvania chartered a plane to take some fifty Haitian infants from the rubble of their orphanage but ended up also removing twelve children who were not available for adoption. Shortly thereafter, ten Baptist missionaries from Idaho were arrested for attempting to move thirty-three Haitian children into the neighboring Dominican Republic without the required documents. Though the Baptists claimed the children were orphans whose homes had been destroyed in the earthquake, the parents had actually entrusted their children in the temporary care of the group in hopes of securing them an education.\textsuperscript{33}

That adoptions from contemporary Haiti and early 1990s Romania relied on similar narratives of child rescue (which focused on saving institutionalized children from the effects of natural disaster or from Communist-induced disability) shows that humanitarianism is deeply dependent on association with conditions of crisis. The twenty-first-century adoption memoirs by Schwartz, Reid, and Hansen suggest that the rhetoric of humanitarianism has become unnecessary as a justification for adoptions from Eastern Europe since child relinquishment there can no longer be exclusively associated with a socialist past. Instead adoptions from Eastern Europe are now framed in explicit admissions of parents’ consumerist desire for the kind of child who best fits their notions of family. One could speculate that this shift was possible because adoptions from formerly socialist countries were never primarily presented as a response to growing poverty in states in transition but as rescue missions to save children from the lingering effects of communism, figured as literal and symbolic disablement. As Lisa Cartwright writes, already by the end of the 1990s, the US media focus on disability to evoke humanitarian responses began to transform into an emphasis on hidden impairments in Eastern European adopted children that included a new attention to attachment disorders.\textsuperscript{34} At the same time, justifications for adoptions from China shifted from rescuing children who were institutionalized and/or suffered from health conditions, figured collectively as disability, to an emphasis on China’s one-child policy. In addition to the centrality of US constructions of race that I explore in this article, this differential focus has shaped the divergent approaches to the two populations that have been leading US adoptions since the 1990s.

As they move the rhetoric of humanitarianism to the background of their narratives, the three memoirists are free to portray their adoptions from countries of the former USSR primarily as a means to achieve a form of adoptive invisibility that they understand as a shared familial “whiteness.” This emphasis on racial sameness works to cover over conditions of poverty in Russia and Ukraine that, as in other
adoption-sending countries, enable child relinquishment but, in the case of Eastern European nations, would have to be identified with their problematic neoliberal transitions from socialist to capitalist property regimes in ways that would question simplistic forms of anticommunism. While they do not completely reject humanitarianism, only remnants of this logic survive in the authors’ occasional claims that, apart from fulfilling their own desires for children who look like them, transnational adoption may also improve the adoptees’ economic, educational, medical, or family status. Thus, in Pumpkin Patch, Margaret Schwartz, a business consultant and single woman in her midforties, writes that she settled on adoption from Ukraine in the early 2000s because “I am fair skinned with hazel eyes and dark blond hair, and want my children to look like me.”35 Only on arriving in Ukraine and hearing of the often dire medical diagnoses of children available for adoption does Schwartz realize that, besides fulfilling her own desire for a family, she may also be “rescuing” institutionalized children from an underfunctioning medical system.

Similarly in Two Little Girls, child maltreatment expert Theresa Reid explains her desire for “adoption privacy”—which she defines as the ability to “retain the prerogative of disclosing our adoption status to the world”—as the main reason why she and her husband Marc, a pediatrician, choose to adopt from Eastern Europe.36 Reid explains that the couple selected Russia in the mid-1990s because her husband’s family comes from the area. She admits that her “primary goal” is “to build a healthy family,” even though she also fashions a child rescue story, according to which adopting a girl from Russia could possibly save her from “end[ing] up a victim of the international sex trade” (18). About her second adoption from Ukraine in 2002 Reid writes, however, that it was motivated “not primarily to do good in the world, not primarily to rescue an unknown-but-already-loved child, but primarily to complete our family as we saw fit” (66).

Writer Brooks Hansen in The Brotherhood of Joseph casts his motivation for adopting from Eastern Europe in even more explicitly selfish terms. After four years of unsuccessful fertility treatments, he and his wife see themselves as the “aggrieved party . . . the sick ones . . . the ones in need.”37 Only when they get further along in the adoption process does Hansen begin to realize that “there were the children, too” (91). The couple rejects adoptions from Korea in favor of, first, Romania and then Russia, because, as Hansen writes, “all our reasons for considering Korea were borne of fear, not excitement—and what excited me was the idea of adopting a child from a part of the world to which I felt a visceral connection.”38

Rejections of Referrals and Disrupted Placements

Throughout much of their narratives, the three writers cast themselves in the role of adoption consumers who have the right to select healthy, “white” children from an international adoption market, even if it means working with unethical adoption providers that circumvent the few rules regulating transnational adoption from the
former USSR to the United States. The authors choose Russia and Ukraine not only because they think that “white” children are available there, but also because in the 1990s and early 2000s these two countries encouraged large-scale adoptions of children to overseas parents within an explicitly neoliberal context after other former socialist countries, such as Romania, had already ended or restricted international adoption. Russia permitted adoptions through largely unlicensed agencies as well as through independent and uncertified providers, such as lawyers and other adoptive parents. Ukraine even allowed parents to select adoptable children from a photolisted database at the Ministry of Education and then visit these children in their orphanages to make a final decision.

At the time, the US government made no significant attempts to curb its citizens’ adoption consumerism. Unlike the US child care system, which focuses on involuntarily relinquished children, no public infrastructure exists that facilitates transnational adoptions. Instead international adoption extends the domestic practice of placing voluntarily relinquished children through largely unregulated third parties or private commercial or nonprofit agencies.39 Until the United States ratified the Hague Adoption Convention in 2008 and designated a central entity that accredits and approves adoption service providers in member countries, the US government generally only became involved in international adoptions at the point of granting visas to adoptees under the so-called “orphan process.” Under this process, transnational adoption is considered a private legal matter between adoptive parents and a foreign court, into which US authorities cannot intervene.40

Schwartz, Reid, and Hansen choose to work with US agencies or individuals that violate the few existing rules governing Russian and Ukrainian adoptions. Schwartz describes that she turned to Ukraine—instead of other Eastern European nations where “white” children are supposedly also available—because of the country’s extremely liberal adoption procedures that at the time of her writing, between 2001 and 2003, allowed high parental involvement in the selection of children. Asserting her neoliberal consumer choice, Schwartz writes, “I want to be the one to decide what children I bring home. Many countries, including Russia, pre-select children for adoptive parents. It is illegal in Ukraine to do this; instead people go directly to the orphanage and select the child they want.”41 Schwartz also chooses to work with an independent facilitator, Cathy Harris, who bases her expertise solely on her own experiences of having adopted five children from Ukraine. Harris’s contacts in Ukraine bribe officials and engage in other questionable practices to speed up the adoption process; as Schwartz writes, one of the facilitators even “told me that I was not to discuss financial terms with anyone except him, nor was I to mention his name at the NAC or other government agencies” (80).

Once she arrives at Ukraine’s Ministry of Education, Schwartz rejects several children based on their medical diagnoses or on information about their health that she thinks she can glean from their photolisted appearances. But when Schwartz meets the reportedly healthy girl whom she selected at the Ministry, the author
immediately diagnoses her with fetal alcohol syndrome (FAS), a condition that other adoptive parents have warned her is widespread among Eastern European adoptees. In the absence of a documented history of maternal alcohol consumption or a physician’s confirmation, Schwartz’s diagnosis is based solely on her own assessment of the child’s facial features. In a key moment of her memoir, Schwartz highlights the centrality of the child’s appearance for her consumerist decision-making, writing, “I felt as if I were looking at a fabric sample and had to decide if I wanted to buy the whole bolt without seeing what was under all the folds” (95).

The other two authors also reject adoptable children whose appearances (as ascertained in photos, videos, and meetings) appear to signal potential problems with their health status or racial identities. The children’s appearance thus becomes central to the parents’ adoption consumerism; it figures as a diagnostic tool that allows parents to choose children that are “right” for them and reject those who are not. As Lisa Cartwright has shown, while the visual style of international adoption was originally designed to document abandoned or lost children, today parents use visual representations to assign ethnic and racial identities as well as health and ability status to the pictured prospective adoptees. While parents’ attempts to ascertain the health status of adoptees can be partially explained by the unreliability of the provided medical information, which can become a major cause in adoption failures, their efforts to deduce adoptable children’s racial “fit” to the preexisting family entirely serves their desire to attain adoptive invisibility.

When Reid receives her first referral, she almost rejects the girl because her picture does not resemble the child Reid had imagined she would conceive. That she is searching for a daughter who looks as though she could be her biological kin highlights Reid’s view of an adoptee as a substitute for the child she cannot have. This view evokes perhaps more well-known parental fantasies of replacing a lost child, which are grounded in an often-unconscious economy of seriality and substitution. Because in the unconscious the boundaries between discrete entities are permeable, different children can be condensed into one and the same child, regardless of their concrete biological or psychic differences. The adoption market promises to fulfill such parental fantasies of substitution by transforming children into replaceable commodities.

But the referred adoptee’s appearance not only clashes with Reid’s preconceived notion of a child who looks as though she could be biological kin, it also severely complicates Reid’s fantasy of a shared “white” identity with Eastern European adoptees. This child is too blonde (and, what’s not said, “too white”) to fit her husband Marc’s ethnic background, which, readers find out, is actually Jewish, not just “Russian.” In fact, the picture of the little blonde girl brings to Reid’s mind “grainy images of the anonymous hordes who persecuted Europe’s Jews.” But Reid quickly downplays her brief recognition that race and ethnicity have different histories in Europe, which would complicate her view of a shared racial identity
between the couple who see themselves as simply “white” and the girl they are adopting from a country of the former USSR.

Reid’s fantasy of a shared racial identity also fails to consider the volatile US history of “whiteness,” from which Eastern European immigrants—who would have come from similar geographies as the referred child—were partially excluded until World War II and into which Jewish immigrants’ experiences in Europe and their struggles to secure the benefit of “whiteness” in the United States fit only uncomfortably. Even though Eastern European–descended people were legally considered “white” and allowed to naturalize, their selective exclusion from certain jobs, housing, and entry into the United States was based on pseudoscientific racial theories that claimed innate and ineradicable differences among diverse European national origins. In fact, particular stress fell on the delineation of Eastern European immigrants who were perceived to be of the “Slavic races.”

The notion of a pan-European “white” racial identity only emerged around the middle of the twentieth century and transformed certain national (formerly understood as racial) and religious distinctions into ethnic and cultural differences. Only at that time could descendants of Eastern and Southern European immigrants claim full inclusion in a “white” racial identity following high rates of intermarriage, or they could forge what Mary Waters has called a “symbolic ethnicity” by selectively choosing elements from disparate European backgrounds. In Reid’s case, the perceived “misfit” between the referred child’s appearance and that of the adoptive parents ends up shaping the couple’s entire experience in Russia. Even as they witness a host of other unethical practices by their placing agency, the couple is preoccupied with comparing the looks of the child they are adopting with what they perceive as the more favorable appearances of other children, especially those who have dark curly hair and dark eyes like the couple.

During her second adoption, designed to produce a sibling for her daughter, Reid again prioritizes her desire for shared appearances—this time among the siblings—and does so even at the expense of concerns about the prospective adoptee’s health. When they no longer qualify for adoption from Russia because of their age, the couple chooses another agency with a brand new program in Ukraine, but only after they receive a money-back guarantee if they fail to locate a suitable adoptee. This agency works with Ukrainian attorneys who violate official rules by “reserving” a child in the Ministry’s database even before she becomes officially available for adoption. When the child is nevertheless claimed by a Ukrainian citizen, Reid settles on another girl, called Sniezhana (“little snowflake”). Even though they are happy to have found a child, the couple increasingly develops such serious concerns about the girl’s physical and mental health—and her outward dissimilarity from their first daughter—that they consider terminating her adoption and leaving her in the orphanage. In ways that resemble other adoptive parents’ reactions to Artyom Savelyev’s case with which I began this essay, Reid even identifies with another US family who abandoned their five-year-old adopted boy at the Kiev airport.
because, as reported by the Ukrainian adoption facilitators, they “could not find relation with him.”49 Reid describes her sympathy for this couple in the following way: “We were a little in awe of what it took to do what they had done. Did it show extreme callousness or had they perceived (or thought they perceived) in their week with this child a profound inability to connect?” (261).

Whereas Reid eventually overcomes her reservations about adopting Sniezhana, Hansen’s memoir culminates in the rejection of a healthy infant whom he perceives to be racially different from himself and his wife. In their quest for adoption, the Hansens settle on an agency that miraculously refers them a six-month-old healthy infant, even though children without reported medical conditions are rare among those available for adoption from Russia, most adoptable children at the time were at least eight months old, and the Hansens had previously rejected several referrals on the basis of the children’s reported medical diagnoses. During his first meeting with this boy, Hansen remarks on the child’s physical resemblance to his wife, especially his dark hair color and olive skin tone. But Hansen also notes a more distressing feature: the boy’s eyes “showed a slightly more Asian than Indo-European influence; that pleat at the edge pulled to a nearly Oriental length.”50 After spending a few hours with the child, the couple rejects his referral. Affirming the difference between adoption humanitarianism and his consumerism, Hansen states that the couple would have made a different decision if “this boy’s parents had been good friends of ours and they’d died in a car crash” (172). To provide a “clear-cut, easy-to-understand reason” for why they felt as though the referred baby boy “was not meant to be [their] son,” the Hansens name “confusion about the boy’s race.” As Hansen writes, “the referral had listed him as Caucasian, but there was reason to think this might not have been entirely true.” Hansen’s statement that the couple’s decision against forming a transracial family was “part of the reason [they had] come to Russia” (190) reveals their failure to understand how differently the concept of race works outside of the United States, specifically their ignorance that population shifts in the Soviet Union resulted in a high degree of cultural mixing among peoples of Asian, European, and Middle Eastern heritages that make attempts at assigning ethnic and racial identities to children from this region a complex process.51

The rejection of this child leads the Hansens to prioritize their desire for an adoptee who looks “Caucasian” in spite of possible health issues. In violation of another of the few rules, their agency refers to them another baby boy who is still in the hospital rather than already institutionalized in an orphanage. This child suffers from first-degree prematurity and other health problems. The Hansens nevertheless decide to adopt him, even though prematurity was one of the medical diagnoses that had caused them to reject another referral when they were still in the United States. Hansen admits, “if we had seen his numbers on a referral back in the safe confines of our apartment in New York, we would have made a paper airplane out of it.”52 While Hansen’s memoir does not provide updates on the boy’s post-placement condition, on his blog he has reported his recent efforts to adopt another child from the same
region because the last two years of his life with his adopted son had been so fulfilling. As in Reid’s case, Hansen writes that the couple’s desire to adopt a baby girl is grounded in the wish to “find [their first child] a sister, and ourselves a daughter,” yet he never mentions the prospective adoptee’s needs.  

US Neoliberal Multiculturalism, “Whiteness,” and Fictions of Shared Ethnicity

Even though their transnational adoptions are marked by the search for a racially based adoptive invisibility, some of the writers initially pay lip service to what appears to be the contradictory idea that their adopted children may need to maintain cultural connections to their countries of birth. At the beginning of her narrative, Schwartz thus imagines locating “people who speak Ukrainian near where we will live” and sharing Ukrainian Christmas stories and ornaments with her adopted children. The belief that “birth culture” is important for adoptees has emerged from the public activism and the cultural productions by Korean adult adoptees. Widely articulated in scholarship on adoptions from Asia, this notion now also shapes the practices of the adoption industry, which stresses the necessity of “birth culture” more intensely for adoptees from Asian than Eastern European countries. Thus, despite her initial pronouncements to the contrary, Schwartz’s post-adoption account of the four months she spends with her children never once chronicles attempts at maintaining any part of her children’s connection to Ukraine. In contrast, following the admonitions of the adoption industry, the majority of parents of children from Asia enrolls their children in language classes or exposes them to some of the foods and holidays of their birth countries. Because these practices are grounded in assumptions that culture encompasses stable traditional practices, they often uncritically construct what Margaret Homans has called “a simulacrum . . . ‘birth culture.’” 

Yet such notions of a simulated (racialized) “birth culture” intersect perfectly with assumptions enshrined in current forms of US neoliberal multiculturalism. Here race works not only as a euphemism for culture, but also as a means to normalize growing economic inequities through the creation of privileged and stigmatized racial formations. While individuals or entire racialized communities who are exploited for or cut off from capitalist wealth are represented as outsiders to liberal subjectivity, other raced and unraced subjects who conform to middle- and upper-class capitalist norms are rewarded. Practices associated with the notion of “birth culture” are designed to produce children whose assumed biculturality intersects with their class privilege (acquired through membership in the adopted middle- or upper-class US family) to make them the ideal symbol of US neoliberal multiculturalism. Transforming adopted children into privileged multicultural subjects through “birth culture” helps to imagine them as inheritors of their adoptive parents’ national culture (and class status) and as individuals who simultaneously manage to retain their pluralist inheritance.
While the absence of an established Eastern European “birth culture” makes it difficult for those adoptive parents who may want to retain their children’s connections to their countries of birth, the three memoirists exemplify the opposite efforts to eradicate their children’s national differences as possible grounds for their ethnicization in the United States. Like many other adoptive parents, the authors change their children’s first names in an attempt to naturalize their adoptees’ new identities, but they highlight this practice as integral to their desire to prevent the ethnic “othering” of their children, usually by incorporating them into the parents’ own symbolically constructed “white” ethnic “heritage.” The memoirists thus change names that they consider “too” Russian or Ukrainian (often to names prevalent in their own family) so that their children’s national difference will not be transformed into an Eastern European ethnic identity that differs from the one they have symbolically created for themselves.

Schwartz assigns her children names from her own European-descended family in order to give them “part of [her] heritage so they will grow up knowing that they belong to a family with whom they will be forever entwined.” Reid believes that her second daughter’s name, Sniezhana, is “too difficult . . . for an American child to pronounce,” and the Hansens rename their son Sergej to shield him from “teachers asking . . . about [his name] every year on the first day of school.” Not much seems to have changed since the time of massive Eastern European immigration when, as David Roediger reports, children with “difficult” names, chiefly Eastern European–sounding or long names, were humiliated in public school as late as the 1940s. The authors seem to fear that their children will face similar problems in the contemporary United States when their names could become grounds for ethnicization that evoke remnants of twentieth-century Eastern European immigrant identities. Although thought to be “white” by “color”—a concept that preceded the notion of “ethnicity”—the national origins of these immigrants made them part of the “Slavic races” (and thus selectively excludable from immigration as well as certain jobs and housing). Even though such differences would today be legible in the form of a (“white”) Eastern European ethnic identity that is already being claimed by contemporary immigrants from Eastern Europe who have come since the 1970s and especially since the 1990s, the memoirists appear to consider indices of their children’s national origins primarily as obstacles to achieving the desired adoptive invisibility for their families.

While the notion of “birth culture” is very problematic because it helps reinforce neoliberal multiculturalism’s attempt to obscure the inequities of global capitalism through a focus on racial difference, for racialized adoptees this concept at least acknowledges tensions among the children’s new US American and their “birth” identities and marks the impossibility of a complete erasure of their past as they become part of their new family, nation, and economic class. In the case of Russian and Ukrainian adoptees, however, the lack of emphasis on the children’s “birth culture” exemplifies how the global extension of US assumptions about a
privileged “whiteness” buries economic disparities among and within nations in the myth of an assumed racial homogeneity among adoptees and their parents. That is why Hansen is completely taken aback when a Russian judge asks him if the couple had considered that their adopted son “probably came from a different social class than we did.” He writes, “I almost didn’t even understand the question. . . . we didn’t consider [the adoptee] to be of any class.” As the adoptees’ national and class differences from their parents—and their importance for the creation and maintenance of global inequities that allow the exchange of children—are hidden in notions of a shared racial identity, the children are also placed in the role of ideal immigrants who are expected to fully assimilate to US majority cultural, linguistic, class, and ethnic norms. Even though the writers do not address the impact the adoption industry has had on their decision-making process, many adoption providers have similarly encouraged the belief in the infinite adaptability of Eastern European adoptees. One adoption provider’s website, for example, asserts that “adaptation to the new family, culture, and language takes place very rapidly—usually within just a few months. Unless children are taken to special classes (say, from the local Ukrainian/Russian community), they soon forget how to speak their native language.”

The myth of shared “whiteness” that requires the erasure of adopted children’s national origins as potential grounds for ethnicization also works to hide the conditions that have led to the surge in relinquished children in the former USSR and their subsequent circulation in the international adoption market. Reid ends her book by rejecting calls urging international adopters to donate the money they spent on the process so that children can instead stay with their birth families. She writes, “Would we have done a better thing if we had taken [their adopted daughter] from the orphanage and given her back to her birth mother, with the thirty-five thousand dollars or so we spent in the adoption process? . . . But a) we’re not that noble; b) that one-time gift would not have altered the crushing cultural conditions that had so harmed her birth parents and would harm their children; and c) even with such a gift, her birth parents could never have given her the opportunities to fulfill her potential that we have given her.” Reid’s attribution of the surge in institutionalized children to “crushing cultural conditions” contradicts another of her brief asides that “many of the children in the orphanage are there only temporarily [because] their parents can't feed them” (122). Hansen appears similarly ignorant of the causes for child relinquishment in post-Soviet countries. In his conversations with an orphanage director, Hansen thus cannot grasp why the birth mother of his adopted child is labeled “indigent” because she did not provide an address when she left her child in the hospital. Applying US-based middle-class notions of maturity, Hansen writes that under this definition, “half of the twenty-year-olds I’ve known were indigent.”

Both authors ignore parental destitution as the major reason for child relinquishment in the post-USSR, even though it is acknowledged for other adoption-sending countries. Although some of the children residing in Russian and Ukrainian
orphanages have escaped parental abuse or neglect, the overwhelming majority are social orphans with at least one living parent. The majority of these relinquishing parents are young, single, female migrants who have come to urban centers but cannot afford the housing they need to provide for their children and to retain their parental rights after they place their children in an orphanage. These women are unable to hold a job and simultaneously take care of their children in the absence of the extended families they left behind and in the context of adequate public child care services.

Instead of acknowledging these economic realities, Reid justifies her ability to adopt from the former USSR by refashioning the sentimental birth-mother discourse that has become especially important to adopters from Eastern Europe. As Heather Jacobson has found, while parents who adopt from China emphasize their desire to maintain their children’s “birth culture,” adoptive parents of children from Eastern Europe generally tend to limit discourses about their adoptees’ birth countries to the absent birth mother. In these narratives, which are centrally present in Schwartz’s memoir, the adoptee is cast as a gift that the birth mother made directly to the adoptive parents, independently of the actual, often-unknown conditions of relinquishment. Reid employs this narrative to affirm her own privilege as a (first-world) adopter in relationship to the (second-world) birth mother without having to consider the causes of this inequity. She writes, “I empathize with Natalie’s birth mother, but my determination to parent is stronger than my empathy. I grieve for her loss, and I revere her for her gift to me. But I am thankful to the depths of my being that I am raising Natalie, and not she. . . . But that’s life this time, and I thank all of the powers in the universe that I am the lucky one.”

Global “Whiteness,” Neoliberal Markets, and Adoption Trouble

The memoirists’ affirmations of an adoption consumerism that denies the neoliberal conditions surrounding large-scale adoptions from the former USSR and that normalizes rejections of adoptable children as mere obstacles on the path to adoptive invisibility help contextualize abuse cases of Eastern European adoptees in the United States. In fact, connections between the three memoirs and the adoption failures that have dominated US media coverage of Eastern European adoptions are surprisingly explicit. Cathy Harris, the independent adoption provider Schwartz selected, has gained notoriety for facilitating the adoption of several children who ended up becoming high-profile abuse cases in the United States around the same time that she was working with Schwartz. In 2001 and 2003, Harris facilitated the adoptions of three children for John Krueger, who had already been accused of child molestation. In 2007, Krueger was convicted to seventy-five years in prison for sexually abusing his eight- to eleven-year-old charges as well as the adopted child of acquaintances. In response to his conviction, Ukraine tried to outlaw single-parent adoption. In addition, Harris facilitated an adoption for Peggy Sue Hilt. In a highly
publicized case, in 1991 Hilt was convicted to twenty-five years in prison for killing her other adopted two-year-old Russian daughter.74

As the search for adoptive invisibility can lead parents to prioritize adoptees’ physical, racial, and ethnic “fit” over other desirable attributes, these children may exhibit unexpected health issues, which increase the chance of difficulties with adaptation to their new placements and the possibility of adoption failures. After rejecting the girl she had diagnosed with fetal alcohol syndrome (FAS), Schwartz adopts two other unrelated children who have reported health conditions that she believes are minor compared to FAS. On returning home, Schwartz is thus wholly unprepared for the many doctors’ visits and medical expenses as well as her children’s developmental delays and the length of time it takes them to understand and speak English. Schwartz is surprised that her twenty-month-old son, who appeared to simply have a lazy eye, turns out to have Coats’ disease, which requires two surgeries and leaves him blind in that eye. The second two-year-old boy has hydrocephalus, a condition where fluid builds up inside the skull. Schwartz never indicates that she understands that this condition can, like FAS, lead to serious physical and mental disabilities, such as short-term memory loss, problems with physical and visual coordination, and epilepsy. Schwartz also never seems to grasp the highly problematic nature of adopting two unrelated children at the same time, which is a practice that Ukraine outlawed shortly after Schwartz’s adoption.

Reid’s second adoption of a child from Ukraine initially also appears problematic. Sniezhana (renamed Lana) does not turn out to have any of the feared medical or neurological disorders that initially predisposed Reid and her husband to consider terminating their parental rights. Instead Lana exhibits excessive familiarity with strangers. Even though Reid does not remark on this parallel, probably because Lana’s behavior is more pronounced, earlier in her memoir she had described how her older adopted daughter had similarly gone “easily to the other mothers” and showed an “apparent murkiness about who her mommy is.”75 These behaviors are typical of institutionalized children who are discouraged from attaching themselves to a particular caregiver and thus may fail to understand that affective responses to a specific person are expected from them after adoptive placement.76 The mainstream treatment of such attachment issues focuses on changing the behavior of the caregivers, especially on increasing their responsiveness and sensitivity to the children. As Reid writes, Natalie’s behavior improved when Reid stayed home with her, and she even realizes that Lana’s problems might also be mitigated if Reid spent more time with her rather than hiring babysitters.77

In spite of this recognition, however, Reid prioritizes her desire to finish her memoir over the needs of her newly adopted second child. Instead Reid diagnoses Lana with reactive attachment disorder (RAD), a condition she had not assigned to her first adopted child. As Rachael Stryker has argued, the RAD diagnosis allows adoptive parents to define their child’s post-placement behaviors—especially their failure to reward parents with love and attachment—as pathology, thus legitimizing
parents’ original expectations for family formation and locating the primary source of problems within the children.\textsuperscript{78} As it marks the wish for a less troublesome road to attachment between adoptive parents and their children, the RAD diagnosis can obscure adoptees’ difficulties with adapting to their new placements as well as their traumas of relinquishment and institutionalization, which are compounded by language barriers. Not only do adopted children from countries of the former USSR not speak English, developmental delays may also make them less proficient in their own mother tongues. Reid even vaguely realizes that Lana’s behavior may be symptomatic of her institutionalization and her difficulties in adjusting to her new placement, admitting that she has “no idea what this child has gone through—spending her first years the focus of no one’s love, crossing the world with perfect strangers, working her way into our tight-knit little family.”\textsuperscript{79}

When they receive a RAD diagnosis for their adopted children, some parents subscribe to controversial attachment therapies directed at changing not their own but their adopted children’s behaviors. In contrast to the most commonly practiced therapies that focus on improving parent–child relationships and teach positive parenting skills to aid attachment, more controversial attachment techniques consist of confrontational therapies and therapeutic-parenting training. Promising that their children can be disciplined to become emotional assets in the home by attaching themselves to adoptive parents, these techniques condition children to comply with parents’ expectations and also train parents to turn their house into “therapeutic homes” that provide constant discipline to children.\textsuperscript{80} Because some of the attachment techniques are physically coercive, their application may explain some cases of adoptee deaths at the hands of their adoptive parents. For example, the mother of two-year-old David Polreis who beat the boy to death in 1996 was working with an attachment center and claimed in her legal defense that the boy had severe RAD. Six-year-old Viktor Alexander Matthey (Viktor Sergievich Tulimov) died in 2000 of cardiac arrhythmia due to hypothermia after his adoptive parents had engaged in the prolonged use of what some experts describe as attachment-parenting techniques, such as dehydration, whippings, and confinement in an unheated and unlit pump room. Eight-year-old Dennis Merryman (Denis Uritsky) was starved to death in 2005 as a form of attachment parenting; he had lost two pounds from the time he had been adopted five years before.\textsuperscript{81} The narratives of child pathology that the adoptive parents used in their legal defense portray them as long-suffering potential victims of the children’s abhorrent behavior, which could only be corrected by the application of controversial attachment therapies.\textsuperscript{82} The majority of the documented abused Eastern European adoptees died within six months to a year of their placements in the United States—during the time of their most intense adjustment.\textsuperscript{83} Artyom Savelyev had also lived with his adoptive family for six months, and his mother was reported to have contacted an attachment specialist.\textsuperscript{84}
Conclusion

In their search for adoptive invisibility, the three authors endorse an unbridled adoption consumerism that is enabled by the myth of global “whiteness” in conjunction with a largely unregulated adoption market between the United States and certain Eastern European countries. Shifting the emphasis in representations of transnational Eastern European adoptions from the early 1990s’ focus on anticommunist humanitarianism to an instance of parental consumerism allows the authors to ignore the neoliberal transformations in the former USSR that have contributed to their children’s relinquishment by impoverished birth parents and their eventual transnational adoption by well-to-do US Caucasian parents. It is significant that Reid’s explicit affirmation of adoption consumerism has been met with the support of parts of the adoption community. In addition to the “usual suspects” like Harvard professor Elizabeth Bartholet who has consistently worked against efforts to regulate transnational adoption, the director of the Evan B. Donaldson Adoption Institute and associate editor of Adoption Quarterly, Adam Pertman, has also endorsed Reid’s book. Pertman’s support indicates that even more mainstream advocates of transnational adoption apparently find nothing objectionable in Reid’s extended affirmations of neoliberal adoption consumerism in search of adoptive invisibility.85

Recommendations for ameliorating the neoliberal character of transnational adoption have included calls for tighter regulations. Under pressure from adoption advocates, adoptive parents, and the adoption industry, however, the US government has instead generally worked to ease legal restrictions guiding the entry of adopted children in the United States. This trend was most recently manifested in the passage of new adoption regulations for Haitian children. A few weeks after the earthquake, the US Department of Homeland Security issued unprecedented regulation permitting Haitian children to enter the United States under special humanitarian visas. Similarly, when Western European nations halted adoptions from Guatemala in the late 1990s and early 2000s in response to concerns about corruption, black-market trading, and child trafficking, US agencies and individuals increased their adoptions from this country.86

Transnational adoptions have become regulated in international agreements like the Hague Adoption Convention and by governments of individual relinquishing countries. Romania has ended transnational adoption, while Guatemala and Kazakhstan have halted new adoption until the implementation of a Hague Convention–compliant system. Reforms on an international level and by individual nations have focused on outlawing adoptions through unregulated agencies or facilitators, which are central to the neoliberal adoption market. The Hague Adoption Convention requires adoption service providers to be accredited in order to practice in a Convention country. Following Artyom Savelyev’s abandonment, Russia and the United States negotiated an agreement that limits adoptions to US-accredited
agencies working in compliance with the Hague Convention, requires adopters to undergo mental health tests, and establishes that all adopted children keep their Russian citizenship until they turn eighteen. Long desired by Russia but resisted by the United States, the agreement was signed in 2011 and requires adoption agencies and adoptive parents to report on their children's health and living conditions.87

A more tightly regulated adoption market may not only help prevent more cases of disrupted placements and adoptee abuse. It may also correct some US parents' view of adoptable children as consumer items to be plucked selectively—in accordance with parental criteria of desirability—from underperforming parts inside the second world and reinserted into first-world economies as members of US middle- and upper-middle-class families. Coupled with the US myth of shared “whiteness,” such consumerist attitudes allow parents to abdicate responsibility for understanding the neoliberal conditions that have enabled their children’s relinquishment and to erase their children’s national, cultural, and linguistic differences from the majority US culture. The view of Eastern European children as simply “white” undoubtedly confers onto them immense and immediate racial privilege by severing possible associations with the historical vestiges of an older “in-between” racialized identity assigned to twentieth-century Eastern European immigrants or with the newer notion of an emerging Eastern European ethnic and cultural identity in the United States. But these three adoption memoirs also highlight the downside of efforts to incorporate Eastern European children into US neoliberal “whiteness.” The assumption that recent arrivals from Eastern Europe share a preexisting racial identity with their European-descended US parents can cause substantial harm. Adoptive children are expected to fully assimilate to the majority “white” US society and to conform to the needs of their US families for adoptive invisibility, which include hopes for reciprocal attachment. When these expectations fail, some adoptees, like Artyom Savelyev, evidently become rejectable and even “returnable,” and such decisions provoke an outpouring of sympathy rather than criticism from parts of the adoption community. In addition to the adoption failures, adoptee abuses and deaths that have dominated US media accounts, we have yet to see how Eastern European adoptees, once they find their public and artistic voices, will react to their commodification in the parental quest for adoptive invisibility.

Notes

I would like to thank Joni Adamson, Heather Jacobson, and Marianne Novy as well as the anonymous readers of JTAS for their invaluable help in strengthening the arguments presented in this essay.
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